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Abstract—This paper introduces VisEN, a novel visual narrative framework that has been shown to facilitate, support, and enhance student engagement in an adaptive Online Learning Environment (OLE). VisEN provides explorable visual narratives personalized to students in order to support them in engaging with course content. The evaluation of VisEN showed that the explorable visual narratives encouraged the majority of ‘improving engagement students’ that completed the Information Management and Data Engineering module as part of their undergraduate degree, to engage with assigned activities, and subsequently these learners enhanced their engagement levels. Visualizations have been used in OLEs to support students by presenting student data. Information Visualization research has demonstrated the value of visual narratives in communicating a message, by highlighting facts and making the message more memorable. In addition, visual data exploration can support users in understanding the message. However, in OLEs, explorable visual narratives have not been used to date to support student engagement or to guide learners through a message that they could explore and understand. This paper evaluates the impact that explorable visual narratives had on student course engagement during two successive academic years.
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1 INTRODUCTION

As Online Learning Environments (OLEs) grow in popularity [26], student engagement with such environments remains an open issue. The literature has highlighted that engagement decreases over time in OLEs and overall is lower when compared to traditional classroom learning [3], [61]. Student engagement is a key factor for development and learning [34], hence this research focuses on supporting learner engagement when using OLEs. This section introduces explorable visual storytelling to support learner engagement.

Information Visualization (IV) facilitates an effective means to comprehend data by supporting pattern discoveries and the communication of data [15]. Storytelling in IV or visual narratives can be defined as an ordered sequence of steps consisting of visualizations, which are linked to make the communicated message more memorable [4], [39], [54], [56]. Visual narratives provide effective ways of highlighting facts and supporting user guidance [33]. Decorative features can be included in visual narratives and research has shown that visual embellishment supports memorability [7]. Visual Explorations enable users to understand data better through views showing data transformations [15]. Both visual narratives in IV and visual explorations have yielded positive results [25], [39], [54].

Guiding students through their personal logged data can highlight important facts, such as learner engagement and resource usage trends, while at the same time it can present a message that can be more easily consumed. In addition, supporting students in exploring this data during the consumption of visual narratives can enable them to scrutinize areas of personal interest. Hence, one way of addressing poor learner engagement when using OLEs [3], [61] is to provide them with visual narratives that can be navigated and explored, and which can guide them through a personal message related to their course activity. The goal of this research is to support students using OLEs, to engage with course content through personalized visual narratives. These visual narratives aim to guide learners through their data and enable it to be explored. Engagement in the context of this research is associated with students studying course content and completing assigned activities.

This research introduces Explorable Visual Narratives (hereafter referred to as visual narratives) into OLE (an adaptive OLE in this work). The visual narratives are made available to students through VisEN (a novel framework supporting the construction and consumption of visual narratives). Visual narratives are comprised of narrative slices, which represent segments of the story. Each narrative slice contains dynamically generated interactive visualizations and textual descriptions of the data (personalized to each learner). Narrative slices also consist of data transformations (explorations) which are made available to students. Data transformation [15] is the process of providing derived values and structure for input data. The state of the art in both IV and OLEs support data transformations through data parsing, extraction, and derivation and by providing statistical measures [22], [52], [58]. VisEN progresses how data transformations are generated in both domains. It does
so by applying predefined mappings to data from narrative slices to automatically generate transformations containing related data. These novel transformations, called slice transformations in this research, present visualizations of data related to the message within each narrative slice of the visual narratives.

Fig. 1 presents the structure of a visual narrative which is constructed using VisEN through a combination of information provided by the educator (narrative author) and the automatic generation of visualizations, slice transformations, and personalized descriptions. Visual narrative generation is described in Section 3 of this paper. The visual narratives are presented through a web browser and each narrative slice (visualization, title, and description) is presented within a browser tab. Navigating through the individual tabs enables the learners to consume the entire message. Several slice transformations are generated for each narrative slice as relevant mappings are automatically applied to the data. The slice transformations for each narrative slice are presented as links within the associated tab and manifested as visualizations when selected.

This research aims to communicate a personalized story to students by adopting a slide-show type approach (typically used in visual narratives in online journalism). Each slice or tab consists of a single visualization with a description to communicate part of the narrative. Collectively all the narrative slices communicate the entire story.

This paper first describes how VisEN supports the construction and consumption of visual narratives. This is followed by the evaluation of the framework, which focuses on the impact the visual narratives had on student course engagement, learner perceptions, perceived understandings of the message, and narrative usage patterns. VisEN was used during two successive academic years in Trinity College Dublin to provide visual narratives to a total of 233 undergraduate students studying the Information Management and Data Engineering module. This module consisted of two parts: one part consisted of lectures on relational database management systems delivered by the module professor (not the focus of this research). The other part involved students studying Database development and SQL programming using the AMAS adaptive OLE [57] (referred to as the course in this paper).

Apart from being introduced to AMAS and given a demonstration of it, the students were not provided with any other form of support when working through their activities using the OLE. VisEN was deployed to AMAS and provided students with personalized visual narratives. The personalized visual narratives communicated learners’ course engagement, activity completion and time spent on resources. The visual narratives were based on student logged data and aimed to support learners to understand and explore their engagement, study patterns and view peer comparisons.

The evaluation discussed in this paper analyzes learner activities and visual narrative usage during the course. It examines visual narrative visits by learners when their course engagement levels were poor and/or good. At the end of the course, learners completed a questionnaire addressing the usefulness of the visual narratives and were encouraged to provide comments. The evaluation compares the students with improving course engagement against the rest of the learners to determine the impact that the visual narratives had on their engagement.

The remainder of this paper is as follows: Section 2 discusses the related work. Section 3 describes VisEN and Section 4 discusses the research approach. Section 5 evaluates the effectiveness of visual narratives in supporting student engagement and Section 6 presents the conclusions.

2 RELATED WORK

Visualizations are commonly used in OLEs within the Learning Analytics (LA), Open Learner Modeling (OLM) and Educational Data Mining (EDM) domains. In OLM, visualizations are used to present student models showing learner competencies to support reflection. EDM uses visualizations to present patterns of sequences to enable predictions to be made. LA uses visualizations to present student activity to educators and at times to students to raise awareness and to promote behavioral change. This section analyzes the state of the art in OLEs, specifically in domains that present data to learners using visualizations (LA, OLM, and EDM) by examining the level of guidance and visual scrutability available to students.
2.1 Guidance

In LA, OLM and EDM, data has been visually presented to learners through dashboards [2], [16], [23], [44], [30], [52] and through highly structured visualizations sometimes presenting multiple views on a single screen [11], [22]. Some of these visualizations allow data to be interpreted at a glance [52], [62], some provide brief explanations for the data presented [16], [60] and others require a deeper level of understanding through user scrutability and negotiation which may encourage reflection [11], [9]. Usage patterns presenting the number of sessions and the times of visual interactions have highlighted the value of visualizations for student learning and engagement [27], [51]. In addition, studies have shown positive student perceptions towards visualizations in online learning [22], [27]. However, in some cases feedback has highlighted that students at times had difficulties interpreting the views [45], [53]. Lonn et al. in their study [42] found that the visualizations presented to learners led to students misinterpreting their data and recommended that learners should be guided through complex data. The evaluation conducted by Kuosa et al. [36] found that the visualization closest to resembling a story was the most useful for learners.

In recent years, an increasing interest in visual narratives in IV [56] and online journalism [59] has emerged to support data analysis. In IV, tools such as Ellipsis [54], Tableau [58], SketchStory [39] and Gapminder [19] have successfully presented data through visual narratives and their evaluations have shown encouraging results. For example, an evaluation of Gapminder [38] showed that it was successfully used by students to design a project exploring statistical data. An evaluation of SketchStory [39] showed that visual narratives were found be very engaging for end users when compared to presentations using similar data through MS PowerPoint.

To date, visual narratives have not been used to present learner data to students or educators. VisEN enables narrative authors to construct a story, which is automatically visualized, personalized and made explorable. The visual narrative consists of a personal message, displayed across multiple screens that can have a beginning, middle and end in order to guide the learner. Each narrative slice of the story focuses on guiding the student through the data presented by the visualization via a textual description, as shown in Fig. 1 above. Visual narratives provide effective ways of passing on information [4]. In addition, they can guide students through data to minimize misinterpretation, which can significantly affect learner motivation levels and performance [42].

2.2 Visual Exploration

Visual exploration through visual interactions, scrutable data models and data transformations can support users in understanding data better [13], [15], [25], [31], [32]. Popular visual interaction techniques supported in OLEs include select, explore and elaborate (details-on-demand, drilldown views), filter and coordinated views and these have been implemented across LA, OLM and EDM [5], [22], [27], [30], [35], [40], [45], [46], [52], [60], [62]. Scrutable user models can support learners in understanding their data by enabling them to explore and navigate through it, detect errors, and negotiate and share their models [13], [31]. Data transformations can also be considered as a form of data scrutability through the generation of derived values or derived structure of user data to support the analysis process [15], [25]. Data transformations are applied using source data, metadata, and database schema including data types and relationships. An example of derived values can refer to applying statistical measures to the data and an example of derived structure can refer to sorting and classifying the data. These can support various views of the data. In addition, findings in OLM have shown that visualizations and visual scrutability support metacognition by promoting self-regulated learning, self-assessment, and self-reflection [20], [41]. For example, Bull et al. show how visualizations and visual scrutability enabled students to think about their competencies, compare their performance against targets, and plan the next activities [10].

Implementations of data exploration are prevalent in LA allowing students to scrutinize their data and analyze peer comparisons [16], [22], [45], [62]. In LA, several systems support data transformations. For example, SAM [22] has a dedicated panel displaying statistical measures that include average, maximum, and minimum time spent and resources used by learners. Moodog [62] provides visual representations of statistical reports presenting activity and resource usage, which can be considered as data transformations of the logged data. The LARAc [16] dashboard displays points which represent activities and contain a number that is an aggregation of the total posts or comments associated with it. The eMUSE [49] platform presents action aggregations and averages from the student data and ALAS-KA [50] displays class averages that are shown next to learners’ data.

In OLM, learners have access to explore and scrutinize their user models. Research presented by Brusilovsky et al. enables students to explore their progress and performance by analyzing their user models through visualizations which support peer comparisons [8], [27], [28]. Bull et al. present Next-TELL, which provides a range of visualizations presenting student competencies, some of which support the exploration of student data [11]. Kay and Upton present Narcissus, which provides visual representations of a group model, allowing individual learners to analyze their own progress and the progress of their team [60]. Long and Alven implement two views of the OLM to enable students to perform self-assessments and to explore their progress [41]. Some systems allow students to update their user models [35], [43] and enable students to negotiate with their learner models [21]. Data transformations have also been used in OLM, generally to build the user models. This involves, 1) extracting and gathering student traces and applying transformations to the data before calculating confirmed knowledge or 2) transforming data by applying certain criteria prior to displaying the models [1], [12], [18], [23], [35].

EDM also enables student data to be scrutinized by navigating through it and analyzing student comparisons [2], [17], [47], [48]. Data transformations have also been supported by EDM. Within this domain, data transformations are typically applied prior to running the mining algorithms. The results of the transformed data that has been data mined are then visualized [2], [17], [47], [55].

This section has discussed how visual exploration has been supported in LA, OLM, and EDM through popular visual interactions, scrutinization of learner data and data transformations, with the latter two implemented in varying degrees
across the three domains. VisEN also supports visual exploration through the implementation of popular visual interaction techniques and data transformations. However, it enhances how data transformations are generated beyond those available through the state of the art. VisEN incorporates data transformations (slice transformations) into visual narratives. It dynamically produces slice transformations by applying mappings to narrative slice data to generate visualizations that are related to it. All relevant mappings are applied individually to narrative slices resulting in multiple transformations generated per narrative slice. In OLM, transformations are applied to student data to generate the visualizations to present the learner model. In EDM, transformations are applied to the data prior to it being fed into the data mining algorithms. The output of the data mining algorithms is used to generate the visualization that is presented. In both of these domains, data transformations are not used to generate views that support the exploration of the data presented. Instead, they are used to generate the initial set of views that are presented to the users. In LA, data transformations are generated to supplement the core visualizations presented to the learners. However, multiple transformations that are directly related the individual visualizations are not generated, instead, transformations related to the data source such as averages and aggregations are produced. In the approach used by VisEN, the slice transformations are directly related to the visualization in each narrative slice that the user is analyzing. This enables the student to explore data directly associated with the message.

2.3 Progressing the State of the Art

This research takes the opportunity to introduce visual narratives to OLEs, specifically adaptive OLEs. The visual narratives support interactions to assist students in analyzing the message and include slice transformations to enable them to explore data directly related to the individual narrative slices. The data transformation approach implemented by VisEN is different from those found in the LA, OLM and EDM domains as each visualization in the visual narrative can be explored through multiple transformations of the data used in the narrative slices. This approach enables students to explore each narrative slice of the visual narrative which can be useful to understand the message communicated. Slice transformations are more appropriate for presentations that display a flow of individual visualizations, one after the other (visual narratives) where each view can be explored as opposed to dashboards, where one or several visualizations are available on a single screen.

3 Visual Narrative Construction and Consumption

The VisEN framework was developed to enable the construction and consumption of visual narratives for OLEs. This section describes the process of constructing visual narratives using VisEN and how they are consumed. Fig. 2 presents the architectural overview of VisEN.

3.1 Narrative Construction

The Narrative Builder component is used by narrative authors (course instructor in this work) to construct a story, consisting of a beginning, middle, and end. It enables narrative authors to connect to data sources and construct a story by specifying the data for each narrative slice. This invokes the Visualization Engine which returns a set of appropriate visualizations. The narrative author also provides a description for each narrative slice, which is later personalized by VisEN. For the course discussed in this paper, the instructor connected to the data source housing historical student data (2012-2013 data) and specified the data, filters, and descriptions for three narrative slices. The Visualization Engine generated the visualizations using this data and the Derived Data Visualization Model generated a set of slice transformations per narrative slice.

3.2 Narrative Consumption

The Visual Narrative Explorer component enables students to view, interact and explore their visual narratives. This component personalized the visual narratives for each student by 1) updating the data used by the course instructor in the visual narrative to use current student logged data, and 2) personalizing the descriptions in the message. Fig. 3 presents screenshots of a part of a visual narrative of a student enrolled in the course during the 2014-2015 academic year. The students’ visual narratives consisted of three narrative slices: 1) Completed Tasks, which enabled learners to examine their tasks and the times they spent on them; 2) Engagement Breakdown, which allowed students to analyze their engagement per task (Fig. 3A); and 3) Resource Usage presenting the material they used and shared. Combined, these slices presented a personalized story with personalized descriptions to each learner. Each narrative slice consisted of two-three slice transformations (links within the slice), which when selected displayed popup windows enabling students to scrutinize and explore the story through related data (Fig. 3B and Fig. 3C).

4 Research Approach

The aim of this research was to present personalized explorable visual narratives to students and then to evaluate 1) the impact (if any) that these visual narratives had on student course engagement, 2) learners’ perceptions towards them, 3) whether students were able to understand them, and 4) their usage patterns. A detailed study was conducted...
This section discusses the research approach used in the study consisting of quantitative and qualitative analyses. The analyses comprised of the following:

1. The collection of data included student interactions with their visual narratives, learners’ responses to a post-course questionnaire, and their opinions towards their visual narratives. Data collection procedures were consistent across both academic years of the course. The course, visual narratives and the questionnaire were also unchanged. Data from all students who participated in the course across both years was collected and used in the analyses. In addition, the material from the course remained unchanged, including activities, books, and support.

2. The quantitative method examined the impact that the visual narrative usage had on course engagement through statistical measures. This was conducted by examining the student logged data, which consisted of almost 120,000 student interactions for both academic years. Over 10 percent of these interactions were visual narrative interactions. The quantitative data also examined students’ responses to the post-course questionnaire statements. It also included the running of chi-square tests for independence on the responses.

3. The qualitative method examined student opinions towards the various aspects of their visual narratives (via the open-ended post-course questionnaire). These comments were used together with the quantitative findings to derive conclusions.

The self-reported usage data used by the study was verified using the student logged data as they were linked. Due to the nature of the course (students working on activities at best suited times) and the lack of access to the students following the completion of the course, it was not possible to conduct further forms of qualitative analysis.

5 Evaluation

This section discusses the evaluation of VisEN which was conducted via a real world use case by deploying it on AMAS. It was used by 233 undergraduate students across two academic years (108 students in 2013-2014 and 125 in 2014-2015) at Trinity College Dublin as part of their degree program. AMAS enabled students to log in to the course and work on several tasks/activities, which included the development of a database using the environment. Further details of the course including its structure, screenshots and details of the assigned activities can be found in the AMAS publications, such as [57].

Throughout the course, each student was given access to a visual narrative, as shown in Fig. 3, which provided a personalized message of course engagement to date, resources used, and time spent on activities. The students could also view the slice transformations, allowing them to explore data directly related to the narrative slices of the visual narrative. The difference in setup between the two years included two extra slice transformations in the second year and an upgrade to the servers in the same year to improve the speed by which the pages were loaded.

The course was split into four 3-week long engagement periods and at the end of each of these periods, students were emailed engagement notifications. These notifications described the learner’s current engagement level with the
course as below average, good or excellent engagement. A below average engagement notification meant that the student had completed under half of what was expected at that point (study content and tasks). The average number of student interactions with their assigned tasks on AMAS during below average engagement periods was $38.84 \pm 17.6$ (median: 38).

The motivation behind this research was to address poor learner engagement with course content when using OLEs [3], [61]. Through the AMAS notifications, the students who had engagement levels of below average and who subsequently improved their engagement to average or higher could be clearly identified. As part of the study, these learners (hereafter referred to as ‘improving engagement students’) were separated from the rest of the class. The objective of this separation was to determine the effect if any, that the visual narratives had on their enhanced engagement. From the 233 students across both academic years, 97 were identified as improving engagement students. During the subsequent period in which the improving engagement students enhanced their engagement, their mean interactions increased to $130.1 \pm 36.9$ (median: 107). This represented a magnitude of a three-fold enhancement (from $38.84 \pm 17.6$ to $130.1 \pm 36.9$) in the usage of the OLE over an engagement period. The improving engagement students had on average at least two times more visual narrative interactions (mean of 58.3 ± 24.7) than the rest of the class (mean of 22.1 ± 15.8). Hence the questionnaire responses were categorized by improving engagement students versus the rest of the class. 70 percent of students across both academic years responded to the questionnaire. 66 percent of the improving engagement students and 72 percent of the rest of the class responded.

The evaluation consisted of one study with three sets of analyses conducted across the two academic years. The first analysis assessed student visual narrative usage, specifically when their course engagement improved (following a notification highlighting an engagement level of below average). It also examined students’ responses and opinions towards the support offered by the visual narratives in enhancing their engagement levels. The second analysis examined the correlations between visual narrative usage versus course engagement and grades. The third analysis examined the perceptions and understandings that learners had of their visual narratives. All three analyses were conducted using 1) student logged data (consisting of student interactions with the course and their visual narratives), 2) students’ questionnaire responses, and 3) their opinions towards their visual narratives.

An important note when analyzing this study is that the students were not given any support in terms of using their visual narratives. They were told about them when they were introduced to AMAS.

5.1 Analysis 1: Visual Narrative Usage Following a below Average Engagement Level Notification

This section discusses Analysis 1, which consists of three parts focusing on the impact and support that visual narrative usage had on enhancing course engagement. The analysis examines student visual narrative usage when their course engagement improved and assesses learner feedback to determine whether the visual narratives supported engagement. In the 2013-2014 academic year, 46 learners and in 2014-2015 academic year, 51 learners were from amongst the category identified as improving engagement students. From the rest of the students that received below average engagement level notification but did not show the same level of improvement, there were 43 learners in 2013-2014 and 44 learners in 2014-2015.

5.1.1 Visual Narrative Sessions

The first part of Analysis 1 examines the number of visual narrative sessions (visits) before and after students received a below average engagement notification.

Fig. 4 presents the spread in visual narrative sessions between a period of below average engagement and the subsequent period of average or higher engagement for the 97 improving engagement students. In 2013-2014, A and B in Fig. 4 show the increase in visual narrative sessions, A highlighting the number of sessions during below average engagement and B showing the number of sessions during improved engagement. The same holds true for 2014-2015, shown through A’ (below average engagement) and B’ (improved engagement). It is important to note that at A and A’ in Fig. 4, students showed some level of engagement with their study content and tasks as highlighted above (mean of 38.84 ± 17.6 interactions), however, their visual narrative sessions were minimal. The shift from A to B and from A’ to B’ highlights how these students increased their usage of their visual narratives as their course engagement improved. The visual narrative sessions for these students (B and B’ in Fig. 4) was higher than mean visualization sessions reported by OLEs which ranged from 3.75 ± 0.53 to 8.4 ± 1.39 for a semester across several systems [27], [28], [40], [53].

Fig. 5 presents the spread in visual narrative sessions before and after a below average engagement level notification was issued to the rest of the students. These students did not improve their engagement to the same level as the improving engagement students as it remained at below average. Fig. 5 shows a smaller shift in the number of visual narrative sessions in the engagement period following below average engagement notifications for this group of students.

These findings highlight a link between increased usage of visual narratives and increased course engagement, especially amongst the improving engagement students.
5.1.2 Visual Narrative Interactions

The second part of Analysis 1 examined visual narrative sessions and visual narrative interactions following a below average engagement level notification. All of the 97 identified improving engagement students showed increased interactions with their visual narratives during the period in which their engagement improved. The analysis found that the majority of these students (85 percent in 2013-2014 and 76 percent in 2014-2015) showed a minimum of a four-fold increase in their visual narrative interactions and had revisited their visual narratives at least seven times during the period of improved engagement. This highlights a positive link between visual narratives usage and enhanced student course engagement.

From the rest of the students (77) that received a below average engagement level notification but did not improve to the same level as the former group, 21 percent in 2013-2014 and 8 percent 2014-2015 showed a similar level of increase in their visual narrative interactions and sessions. These students (21 and 8 percent) had shown improvement in their engagement but it was not at the same level as the 97 identified improving engagement students.

One of the primary aims of AMAS is to support weaker students in completing their course assignments. Across both academic years, a total of 45 learners were identified as weak students as they had an average grade below 55 percent coming into the course for each of the previous years of their degree program. From these 45 students (all of whom had received a below average engagement level notification during the course), 23 were from the identified as improving engagement students. The analysis of the logged data of these 23 students was analyzed and it was found that all of them immediately viewed their visual narratives following a below average engagement level notification. 22 out of the 23 students showed a minimum of a 90 percent increase in interactions with their visual narratives during the period in which their engagement improved. For the 22 of the 45 weaker students who did not show the same level of engagement improvement, the analysis of the logged data found that on average, the visual interactions amongst them were four times less than the visual interactions of the improving weaker students. This again highlights a positive link between visual narrative usage and enhanced course engagement.

5.1.3 Students Views on the Impact of the Visual Narratives

The final part of this analysis examines student responses and opinions to statement 1 in the post-course questionnaire. The improving engagement students’ responses are separated from the rest of the class as the former had on average two times more visual interactions than the rest (details provided at the start of Section 5).

Statement 1: The visual narrative motivated me to engage with the course, incorporated all the visualizations from the visual narrative presented to the individual students. Fig. 6 shows the students responses. The responses from the improving engagement students showed that 71 percent of them in both academic years, strongly agreed or agreed that the visual narratives supported them in engaging with the course. This percentage is higher than those reported in LA and OLM (which ranged from 54.8-70.2 percent) [27], [29], [37]. This result indicates a positive impact of the visual narratives on supporting course engagement amongst the improving engagement students. The response from the rest of the class was spread across the five options, where 45 and 56 percent of these students from the 2013-2014 and 2014-2015 academic years respectively, strongly agreed or agreed with the statement.

The opinions from the improving engagement students suggested that the visual narratives motivated them to engage with the course. Some of their comments included: “It motivated me to improve my engagement levels”, “It was interesting to see my progress in this format”, “Useful but sometimes slow” and “Yes it did but the study concepts were not presented”. The comments suggested that these students found their visual narratives useful. Comments regarding the speed of loading pages were made in the 2013-2014 academic year but not in the subsequent year as server upgrades were made which enabled the visualizations to load faster. Some of the improving engagement students commented on preferring certain views over others, for example, one comment was “Most of the visualizations, yes, but the pie chart, not really”. This highlighted that not all visualizations are suitable for every student, however, none of their comments indicated any issues in following or understanding the associated textual message in the visual narrative. Overall the feedback suggested that although a small number of these students preferred some visualizations offered over others, the visual narratives still supported them in enhancing their engagement.
The comments from the rest of the class mostly focused on issues regarding how the engagement metric was calculated (which did not include the optional external resources). Some of their comments were “Did not reflect my overall progress as it did not include resources that were external to the course content”, “Did not include the PDF studies.” and “The task engagement didn’t take into account the complexity of tasks”. While these comments provide valuable feedback, they do not reflect upon the visual narratives, rather they raise issues with how AMAS calculated engagement, which is out of the scope of this study.

5.1.4 Findings from Analysis 1
The findings from the first two parts of Analysis 1 showed that the majority of students who improved their engagement following below average engagement level notifications increased the usage of their visual narratives. A shift of their visual interactions (from a mean of $2.38 \pm 4.06$ to $56.67 \pm 3.82$) was calculated to be significant at $p < 0.05$ (t-value: $10.06$). It also showed that the rest of the students who had received below average engagement level notifications and subsequently did not improve to a similar level had considerably fewer interactions with their visual narratives. A shift of their visual interactions (from a mean of $3.52 \pm 6.95$ to $6.18 \pm 8.85$) was calculated as not significant at $p < 0.05$ (t-value: $1.89$). This difference in the usage of the visual narratives between the two groups of students (Figs. 4 and 5) and the resulting change (or lack thereof) to course engagement combined with the feedback from the students to statement 1 discussed above meant that email notifications cannot be solely attributed to the enhanced engagement.

From these findings, it can be seen that the visual narratives had an important role in supporting course engagement. It is important to note that visiting and interacting with the visual narratives did not improve student course engagement as these interactions were not included in the engagement calculation. In addition, the email notifications sent to students did not reference the visual narratives, meaning that students were not directed to their visual narratives. Although AMAS was discussed during the module lectures, the visual narratives were never mentioned by the module professor as they were not part of the course content and activities, meaning that students visited them through their own volition. Finally, an improvement in course engagement does not necessarily mean increased visual narrative usage or vice versa and poor course engagement does not map to low visual narrative usage. As Analysis 1 only focused on students that received a below average engagement level notification at any point in the course, it did not include those who engaged well throughout. 59 students were not included in this analysis as they engaged at the higher engagement levels throughout the course. When the visual narrative usage of these 59 students was analyzed, it was found to be varying and lower than that of the improving engagement students. This showed that high or low visual narrative usage does not necessarily mean high or low course engagement respectively.

The feedback from students to the statement discussed in this analysis was generally reflective of their visual narratives usage. The statement responses and opinions from the students with high visual narrative usage, namely the improving engagement students, highlighted the positive impact that the visual narratives had on their course engagement and how it helped them become more engaged. The feedback from learners with lower visual narrative usage highlighted concerns regarding how the engagement score was calculated, however, the students were informed that external resources were excluded from the engagement score. Overall the findings from Analysis 1 indicated that the visual narratives helped students to improve their course engagement.

5.2 Analysis 2: Correlation between Visual Narrative Usage versus Engagement and Performance

The objective of Analysis 2 was to examine (for all of the students) the correlation between visual narrative usage and course engagement, and the correlation between visual narrative usage and student grades using the Pearson correlation coefficient. For the first correlation (visual narrative usage and course engagement) students were grouped by their overall engagement levels throughout the course. The first group (consisting of 77 students) were those with below average course engagement throughout the course. The second group consisted of the 97 improving engagement students (those with below average engagement followed by improved levels of engagement). The third group of learners consisted of those who engaged at the higher engagement levels throughout the course and AMAS did not identify these students as needing to show improvement (39 students). The results are presented in Table 1 for all three groups of students.

Analysis of the logs showed that the improving engagement students had on average the most visual narrative interactions followed by the students with high engagement throughout the course. The results shown in Table 1 highlighted that in the case of improving engagement students, an increase in visual narrative usage was strongly correlated to an increase in learner engagement.

### Table 1: Correlation between Visual Narrative Usage and Engagement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Pearson Correlation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Students with below average engagement levels throughout the course</td>
<td>There was a weak positive correlation between visual narrative usage and course engagement, $r(75) = .33$, $p &lt; .0005$ (course total interactions mean: 26.86 ± 19.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improving engagement students</td>
<td>There was a strong positive correlation between visual narrative usage and course engagement, $r(95) = .70$, $p &lt; .0005$ (course total interactions mean: 155.32 ± 76.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students with above average engagement levels throughout the course</td>
<td>There was a moderate positive correlation between visual narrative usage and course engagement, $r(57) = .52$, $p &lt; .0005$ (course total interactions mean: 120.23 ± 64.03)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To determine the correlation between visual narrative usage and performance, the analysis examined 1) the grades related to students’ continuous assessment and 2) those based on the examination results. The continuous assessment grade included the mark a student achieved for the deliverables that he/she worked on using AMAS. It also included the mark that a student achieved for his/her project submission at the end of the course. In the 2013-2014 academic year, both these marks were separately available. There was a moderate positive correlation between visual narrative usage and the AMAS deliverables marks, $r(106) = .53$, $p < .0005$ (the mean grade was 76.22 ± 13.97). For the historically weaker students, there was a strong positive correlation between visual narrative usage and the AMAS deliverables marks, $r(20) = .868$, $p < .0005$ (the mean grade was 71.61 ± 14.86). In the 2014-2015 academic year, only a combined mark for the AMAS submissions and the end of the course project was available. There was a weak positive correlation between this combined mark and visual narrative usage for the class, $r(123) = .36$, $p < .0005$ (the mean grade was 78.06 ± 17.94).

For the historically weaker students, there was a moderate positive correlation between these two variables, $r(21) = .572$, $p < .05$ (the mean grade was 73.52 ± 19.89). Project work did not require students to use AMAS to the same degree as the AMAS deliverables (which were due prior to commencing work on the project), hence a combined mark resulted in a weaker correlation.

The examination consisted of questions related to databases that the class had studied using AMAS and other questions related to topics covered by the professor in the module lectures. Only the grades from the examination related to the AMAS content were used in this analysis. The Pearson correlation coefficient between visual narrative interactions and the AMAS related questions grades for the class across both years was $r(231) = .03$, $p = .65$ (the mean grade was 50.94 ± 18.21). Hence it was concluded that there was no relationship between these two variables. It should be noted that this is not necessarily a negative result as any usage of AMAS prior to the examination was not in the attainment of course work but rather as a revision tool. At that point, the visual narratives were of less value as they focused on course work, and the students at this point were revising for their examination.

### 5.2.1 Findings from Analysis 2

The findings from Analysis 2 showed strong positive correlations between improving engagement students’ course engagement and visual narrative interactions and between historically weaker students’ continuous assessment grades and visual narrative interactions. These results can be useful for making predictions, specifically for an unknown, such as continuous assessment grades in this case. Based on these findings AMAS has now started monitoring visual narrative interactions and using it together with the student engagement scores to formulate advice for learners.

### 5.3 Analysis 3: Student Perception and Usage of Visual Narratives

The aims of Analysis 3 were: 1) to assess how the visual narratives were perceived, 2) whether the message communicated was understood and 3) how the visual narratives were used by students. This analysis examines both student feedback (questionnaire responses and comments) and visual narrative usage patterns to address these aims.

#### 5.3.1 Student Perception towards Their Visual Narratives

To determine students’ perceptions towards their visual narratives, this part of the analysis assesses learners’ responses and opinions to three statements. These statements addressed 1) the overall usefulness of the visual narratives, 2) the value of the slice transformations in the visual narratives and 3) the benefit of peer comparisons (some of the slice transformations presented peer comparisons).

Analysis 1 discussed student responses and opinions in relation to statement 1 from the post-course questionnaire: *The visual narrative motivated me to engage with the course.* This statement addressed the entire visual narrative. The responses and opinions from students indicated a positive perception of visual narratives, specifically from the students with higher visual narrative usage.

An important element of the visual narratives were the slice transformations presenting data related to the message within each narrative slice, to enable students to explore the story presented. As slice transformations were part of the visual narrative, it was important to analyze relevant student feedback to help determine learner perceptions towards the entire visual narrative. In the post-course questionnaire, students were asked to provide feedback regarding the usefulness of the slice transformations embedded within their visual narratives through statement 2: *It was useful to explore related data through other visualizations.* They responded using a five-point Likert scale and provided comments. The responses shown in Fig. 7 highlight that the majority of the improving engagement students found this feature beneficial, with 74 percent in the 2013-2014 academic year and 67 percent in the 2014-2015 academic year agreeing or strongly agreeing with the statement. This indicated a positive perception from these learners towards slice transformations. The response from the rest of the students was mixed with 38 and 47 percent agreeing or strongly agreeing in 2013-2014 and 2014-2015 respectively. As with all the statement responses from this group of students (rest of the class), a mixed response was expected as the visual narrative interactions were lower amongst these learners. It is also important to note that not all of the students from the rest of the class viewed their slice transformations.
A chi-square test for independence was conducted between the responses from the two student groupings. There was a statistically significant association between the responses of the two sets of students, $\chi^2(4) = 10.95$, $p = .027$. The association was moderately strong (Cohen, 1988), Cramer’s $V = .271$. This showed that there was a relationship between the student groupings and the response type. Analyzing the responses from both student groupings together with the chi-square statistic result indicated that the students with a higher level of interactions with their visual narratives found the slice transformations more useful.

The individual opinions provided by students to this statement suggested that learners with higher visual narrative usage (generally the improving engagement students) found the slice transformations useful. Comments from the improving engagement students included: “It was nice to get such breakdowns”, “Useful during the phases of learning about databases”, “Great idea when available” and “Yes when they worked”. The latter example of comments (“...when available” and “...when they worked”) was raised by students in the 2013-2014 academic year, due to a server issue. There were also comments from the improving engagement students that suggested that they liked the idea but the slice transformations did not help them learn about databases, for example, one student wrote: “Fun, but did not help me learn about databases”. However, supporting students to learn about databases was not the objective of the visual narratives, this was the aim of AMAS. Comments from the students from the rest of the class suggested that several of these learners did not use the slice transformations. “Didn’t realize that happened”, “I did not use this functionality” and “unaware of these”. The students that made these comments had lower usage of their visual narratives and from their logged data, it was found that they had not viewed the slice transformations. The perceptions of students towards the explorations were reflective of their usage of their visual narratives. Generally, those with higher visual narrative usage found the transformations useful.

Several slice transformations within the visual narratives presented peer comparisons (many related to activity times) to the learners. Research has shown that peer comparisons can promote self-reflection [6]. Students were asked to provide feedback indicating whether the peer comparison views were beneficial. The students responded to statement 6: I did not find it useful to view how much time others spent on activities, using a five-point Likert scale and provided comments.

The responses to this statement, shown in Fig. 8, were spread, with high a percentage of learners from the improving engagement students and the rest of the class undecided regarding the benefit of peer comparisons. Although the students that disagreed or strongly disagreed with the statement were in majority from both groups, the responses suggested that learners were unsure about the benefit of such comparisons.

A chi-square test for independence was conducted between the responses from the two student groupings. There was no statistically significant association between the responses of the two sets of students, $\chi^2(4) = 7.72$, $p = .102$. The association was small to moderate (Cohen, 1988), Cramer’s $V = .22$. This showed that there was no significant relationship between the student groupings and the response type. This could be explained by the fact that responses were quite spread across the five response categories (strongly agree to strongly disagree), especially from the rest of the class students.

The feedback from both improving engagement students and the rest of the learners to this statement suggested that they had mixed feelings towards peer comparisons. Some comments from students who either strongly agreed, agreed or were undecided in their responses included: “I don’t care how everyone else is doing”, “Why would I compare myself to other people”, “Other peoples’ timings are irrelevant to me” and “I wasn’t particularly interested in this information”. Although some studies have presented cases where students could be averse to peer comparisons or where it could lead to poor diversity of student navigation [14], [24], the literature has also highlighted the benefits of peer comparisons in learning. For example, the evaluation of Progressor found that through peer comparisons, the stronger students provided trails that the rest of the learners could follow [28]. The evaluation of Mastery Grids found that 54.2 percent of students felt motivated through peer comparisons [40], and the evaluation of SAM showed that showed that students were in favor of seeing what peers were doing during the course [22].

### 5.3.2 Perceived Understandings of the Visual Narratives

To determine how well students were able to follow and understand the message communicated to them through their visual narratives, student responses and opinions to statement 4 in the questionnaire were analyzed: I was able to follow the story provided by the visual narrative and I was able to obtain a good understanding about my own and fellow students’ course related activities. The statement addressed learners’ understanding of the message communicated by their personal visual narratives. The responses, displayed in Fig. 9, show that 67 and 71 percent of the students (who improved their engagement) agreed or strongly agreed with this statement in the 2013-2014 and 2014-2015 academic years respectively. Two extra slice transformations (through additional mappings) were generated and added to the students’ visual narratives in 2014-2015, which may explain the slightly more positive responses to this statement in that academic year. The extra slice transformations presented the breakdown of the students’ completed activities and
showed students who had similar engagement levels. Overall, the responses to this statement (from learners with higher visual narrative interactions) indicated that these students believed that the visual narratives were effective in communicating the intended message. Again, the responses were mixed from amongst the rest of the class students, with 47 and 48 percent agreeing or strongly agreeing with the statement in the 2013-2014 and the 2014-2015 academic years respectively.

A chi-square test for independence was conducted between the responses from the two student groupings. There was no statistically significant association between the responses of the two sets of students, \( \chi^2(4) = 7.55, p = .109 \). The association was small to moderate (Cohen, 1988), Cramer’s \( \text{V} = .217 \). From the analysis of the responses, it can be seen that more of the students with a higher number of interactions with their visual narratives (improving engagement students) believed they could follow their visual narratives. Nevertheless, the responses from the rest of the class students consisted of more students that agreed or strongly agreed with this statement than disagreed or strongly disagreed with it. Hence there was no relationship between the student groupings and their responses.

From the students that disagreed, strongly disagreed or were undecided regarding the statement, it was interesting and at the same time important to note that none of their comments indicated that they had any difficulties understanding the message in their visual narratives. On the contrary, many of their comments expressed concerns about how the engagement level was calculated. For example, comments from these students included: “Engagement breakdown values didn’t seem to represent actual engagement but focused more how much time was spent on tasks” and “The engagement calculation did not include some of the later tasks”. Regarding the latter comment, the engagement score did not include the final task as no further engagement notification emails were to be sent. Overall these comments do not reflect students’ inability to understand the message. Nevertheless, the concern regarding the engagement level calculation has been taken into consideration by AMAS. Findings from OLE evaluations have highlighted that students reported difficulties in understanding the data presented through visualizations and at times misinterpreting it [22], [42], [45], [53], which was never suggested by any of AMAS students after using their visual narratives.

5.3.3 Visual Narrative Usage Patterns

Students’ visual narrative usage patterns were analyzed at various times throughout the course when their engagement improved. Usage patterns were identified by examining student logged data (namely examining when and how often students viewed their visual narratives following a notification). This part of Analysis 3 examines how the learners that received a below average engagement level notification interacted with their visual narratives immediately after receiving the notification. It also examines the percentage of interactions that these students had with their visual narrative against overall course interactions during the period when their engagement improved. The aim of this assessment was to determine if the learners were drawn to their visual narratives to understand a below average engagement level notification and whether these students continually visited their narratives as they worked through the course content.

This analysis found that in the 2014-2015 academic year, 71 percent of the improving engagement students executed at least half of their total visual narrative interactions on the first day after reading a below average engagement level notification. In the 2013-2014 academic year, this figure was 63 percent. From the students that received a below average engagement level notification but did not subsequently improve their engagement to the same degree across both academic years, 20 percent executed half of their visual interactions on the day they received the notification. This 20 percent of learners did show an increase in course engagement, however, it was not to the same degree as the improving engagement students.

Following on, this analysis examined students with high visual narrative usage to determine their visual narrative interactions as a percentage of overall course interactions. It also examined whether these students always visited all narrative slices of their visual narratives or focused on certain slices, or whether it was a combination of both. The analysis found that at least one-fifth of the total interactions with the course was dedicated to the visual narratives for 67 percent of the improving engagement students across both academic years. The examination of the learner logged data for the improving engagement students showed that visual narrative interactions at the start of engagement periods involved all narrative slices and slice transformations. During later revisits during the same engagement periods the students focused more on the engagement breakdown and task completion narrative slices and transformations where learners could view updates instead of navigating and reading the entire story.

These findings suggested that over two-thirds of the improving engagement students who enhanced their course engagement used their visual narrative as the first place to go to understand the reasons behind receiving a below average engagement level notification. It also showed that most of the improving engagement students had a minimum of 20 percent of their overall course interactions, during the period when their engagement improved, dedicated to their visual narratives. These usage patterns with the visual narratives as the improving engagement students worked through their tasks (together with the responses to the questionnaire) indicated that improving engagement learners benefitted from their visual narratives. In addition,
dedicating one-fifth of their total interactions to their visual narrative throughout the course suggested a meaningful intent when accessing their visual narratives.

5.3.4 Findings from Analysis 3
The findings from Analysis 3 showed that the perceptions of learners towards their visual narratives were positive, especially from the improving engagement students. These learners highlighted through their comments that the visual narratives supported their engagement and mentioned the usefulness of the slice transformations. Further evidence indicating the positive perception was highlighted from the analysis of the student logged data which showed that these students continuously returned to their visual narratives as they worked through the course.

The feedback from statement 4 (understanding the visual narratives) indicated that learners believed that they could understand and follow the message communicated in the visual narratives. In addition, the findings that showed that the majority of improving engagement students immediately visited their visual narratives following a below-average engagement level notification, provided evidence that the visual narratives brought them value.

As mentioned in the Research Approach section of this paper, it was not possible to conduct further forms of qualitative analysis. Nevertheless, the evidence from Analysis 3 including the qualitative analysis that was conducted through student opinions allowed clear conclusions to be drawn regarding student perceptions towards their visual narratives and whether they found them beneficial.

6 Conclusion and Future Work
This paper introduced the VisEN framework supporting the construction and consumption of novel explorable visual narratives personalized to students using an adaptive OLE. VisEN was used to introduce explorable visual narratives into an adaptive OLEs, specifically to the AMAS OLE. The evaluation discussed in this paper focused on 1) assessing the impact that the visual narratives had on supporting learners to engage with their course content using AMAS, 2) student perceptions and understandings of their visual narratives, and 3) student usage patterns of their visual narratives. The evaluation also assessed the impact that visual narrative usage had on the grades achieved by the students. One study with three sets of analyses was conducted using student logged data, post-course questionnaire responses, student opinions, and the grades achieved by the 233 undergraduate students over two successive academic years. The study found that the visual narratives had a positive impact on learners, especially improving engagement students, in supporting them to engage with the course. It showed that the students who improved their engagement levels throughout the course had a positive perception of their visual narratives. Student feedback showed that the message communicated via the visual narratives was perceived to be clearly understood by learners. Overall the findings from the study showed that the visual narratives had a positive impact in supporting students to improve their course engagement through a personalized message that was easily understood. These findings showed that explorable visual narratives can bring value to students using OLEs, specifically adaptive OLEs.

The future work will focus on human-computer interaction studies to analyze further the impact of visual narratives in online learning. This will be conducted by asking students to reflect on the visual narratives as they use the system. The evaluation showed a strong positive correlation between visual narrative usage and course engagement for the improving engagement students and highlighted that the majority of them repeatedly visited their visual narratives as they worked through their tasks. It also showed that 71 percent of them believed the visual narratives motivated them to engage. Nevertheless, factors such as students improving their engagement as they progress through the course, or clicking on various links to get used to the system cannot be discounted. By asking students about when and how the visual narratives supported them as they use the system will provide more clarity regarding the exact benefits of the visual narratives. Finally, some learners commented that their engagement score did not include the optional resources that they used. Although all of the students were made aware of this at the start of the course, AMAS is currently being updated to factor in the optional resources into the engagement calculation.
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